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Moving from  
Organization to Organism

June 7-9 
Isha Yoga Center, India

Presents



This conclave has been envisioned by Sadhguru 
around the key insight, “Human is NOT a 
Resource”. Building on this insight, the conclave 
brings together thought leaders, business and 
HR heads to discuss practical steps to enable a 
paradigm shift from human beings as resources 
to human beings as possibilities. This shift is 
necessary for businesses to attract, retain and 
empower talent in an increasingly competitive 
and borderless world.

About  
The 

Conclave

Are you a 
business 

leader looking 
for a solution 

to these 
challenges?

 Attracting and retaining talent

 Engaging employees effectively

  Managing a multi-generational    
workforce

  Remaining agile and responsive  
in an increasingly competitive and 
borderless world



   Crafted by Sadhguru and delivered by 
Industry experts, this novel initiative is 
designed based on a study of about 1500 
CEOs and CXO, conducted over the last  
seven years

   An agenda designed to delve deeper 
into the nuances of creating agile, high 
performing and joyful organizations

   An opportunity to connect with industry 
thought leaders, and develop a  
support group

   A participant group comprised of CEOs, 
CXOs & CHROs to uniquely combine 
business & HR perspectives

   Access to technologies for inner wellbeing 
to create inspired, focused and agile 
human beings

   Creation of a transformation plan unique 
to you and your own organization with 
the assistance of the best minds in the 
industry as mentors

Why 
You

Must 
Attend

I’m heading the HR function. I was looking for the ways and means of 
retaining our talent. I find this program of great of significance especially for 
the unique insight that one takes away from this program. It’s been really 
something exhilarating.  I don’t think any other program can give you this kind 
of perspective. Not even any business school in the country or even abroad.”

- N Shankar, GM, Power Grid Corporation of India Ltd.
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Special Offers
Early bird offer: 

9% discount, valid until 30th April

Alumni offer: 
12% discount, valid until 21st May

Business and HR head offer: 
12% discount

For more details:

ishaHRconclave.org  |  leadership@ishainsight.org
83000 84888

Whatever kind of business 
you are into, ultimately, 

there is only one business, 
that is human wellbeing. 

- Sadhguru


